Impact noise and the equal energy hypothesis.
The equal energy hypothesis (EEH) was evaluated over a limited range of conditions by exposing four groups of chinchillas to impact noise (200-ms B duration) presented at a fixed rate of four impacts per second. The intensity of the impacts (107-125 dB peak SPL) and the duration (120-1.87 h) of the four exposure conditions were counterbalanced so that the four groups received the same total energy. The traumatic power of the exposures was assessed by measuring the threshold shift of the auditory evoked response and the amount of hair cell loss. Exposure between 107 and 119 dB were consistent with the EEH in that they produced roughly the same amount of permanent threshold shift (less than 20 dB) and hair cell loss (less than 20%). However, the 125-dB exposure produced substantially more threshold shift and hair cell loss than the three lower intensities. Thus, the EEH may be applicable only at lower impact intensities; above a "critical intensity" the amount of damage increases significantly.